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The Greeks called it Fate, the Modernists called it the failure of Determinism, today’s 

economists and politicians call it the law of unintended consequences. In common 

parlance we call it sod’s law. The insistence with which anything that can go wrong 

almost always does, and the predictability with which the unpredictable disturbs the 

safety of the quotidian, lies at the heart of many literary outcomes. And it also underpins 

much of the logic behind basic Myth narratives, as well as some of the plots of the canon 

of world literature. Myth, as inscribed in the lexicon of cultures, tends to include a strong 

dimension of hypothesis, including fear and desire (Apocalyptic scenarios of the worst 

that might happen or Utopian ones of what the best might turn out to be like). At the heart 

of most myths is usually inscribed the problem of loss, involving someone or something 

that was once there and disappeared, or something that is desired but unobtainable. This 

applies to narratives as disparate as Biblical scenarios of Paradises lost and of widespread 

destruction (the Flood in Genesis 6-7, the annihilation of the Cities of the Plain in 

Genesis 18, the Apocalypse described by John of Patmos in the Book of Revelation), 

fiction of which Portuguese examples would  be Alexandre Herculano’s Eurico, o 

Presbítero (Herculano, 1844), António Patrício’s O Fim (Patrício, 1909), José 

Saramago’s Ensaio sobre a Cegueira (Saramago, 1995)  and, to a lesser extent, A 

Jangada de Pedra (Saramago, 1986) as well as much contemporary science fiction. In 
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many cases, following a logic of necessary Apocalypse prior to a fresh start from (almost, 

but not quite) tabula rasa the attainment of the ideal state, Utopia (which, in its 

etymological sense, as used first in 1516 by Thomas More means ‘nowhere’ or ‘no 

place’) always implies impossibility, that which is only imagined (mythical) but never 

real, either because it was once real but is now forever lost (Atlantis, Adam and Eve in 

the Garden of Eden,), or because it is only attainable at the price of sacrificing integral 

parts of what at any given moment defines the Real (for example Paradise regained but 

only at the price of significant alterations in how it is now defined). Most Utopias, from 

Plato’s ideal Republic (Plato, 1987 [c.360 BC) to Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World 

(Huxley, 1932) via H.G. Wells’s extreme views on the need for the practice of eugenics 

and selective genocide as the groundwork for the implementation of Utopia (Wells, 

1904), understand its achievement as involving at the very least the abdication of 

majority rule and free will. Before it can be established, Utopia requires the elimination 

of human error and human shortcomings, variously defined. Surprisingly given its 

affinity to Myth and its requisite of a prior (Apocalyptic) purge, myths of Utopia seldom 

factor into the equation the intervention of randomness (chaos, unredictability, Acts of 

God), which the former play a central role.  

Apocalypse means an ending leading to the revelation of a hitherto unknown possibility 

(which might or might not be Utopia): 

 
And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books 
were opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: 
and the dead were judged out of those things which were written in the 
books, according to their works.  
[…] 
And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into 
the lake of fire. 
And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the 
first earth were passed away; and there was no more sea.  
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And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God 
out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband (Revelation 
20-21)   
 

Utopia, however, the New Jerusalem, can only be set up after the undeserving have been 

eliminated. 

And he that sat upon the throne said, […] He that overcometh shall 
inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he shall be my son.  
But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, 
and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have 
their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is 
the second death. (Revelation 20:14)   
 

So it’s nice, then, but only for some. You can’t make an omelet without breaking eggs.  

If the construction of Utopia comes at a price which involves the clearing up of old 

detritus, the myth of Utopia represents the endpoint of Apocalyptic literature, which, as 

David Seed argues, ‘is concerned with the ultimate creation of other worlds which exist, 

on the literal level, in a credible relationship (whether on the basis of rational 

extrapolation and analogy or of religious belief) with the “real” world, thereby causing a 

metaphorical destruction of that “real” world’ (Seed, 2000:4). 

 

The wider complexities of the concept of Utopia, therefore, must be considered, 

specifically the common thread linking diverse and sometimes antithetical 

understandings of Utopianism’s political and ethnographic implications. From individual 

death to global annihilation as the ultimate purge, arguably, is only a smallish step, and, 

as will be discussed with reference to O Fim, Os Maias (Queirós, s.d.) and more radically 

Ensaio sobre a Cegueira, destruction whether at an individual, familial or communal 

level is either preceded by or ultimately reveals an inbuilt rot (defined as such according 

to specific and inevitably subjective criteria) within the social fabric. Someone must 
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decide what constitutes wrong before doing something about it. 

Nowadays, and outside the realm of fiction, the belief in an imminent near-global wipe-

out (the necessary step towards the return of God to Earth with the objective of the 

salvation of a Happy Few) is usually assumed to be the province of a lunatic religious 

fringe, extremists from various corners of monotheism from fundamentalist Christianity 

to jihadist Islam. More worryingly, however, a 1984 survey in the USA found that 39% 

believed that Biblical predictions of global destruction by fire refer to nuclear war (Seed, 

2000:57). A widely-read book by Hal Lidsey, The Late Great Planet Earth (Lindsey, 

1970) argues that the Christian fundamentalist faithful need not worry about nuclear war 

because at the relevant moment they will undergo the 'Rapture,' a process whereby they 

will be raised in the air to embark on ‘the ultimate trip’ at the end of which they will meet 

Christ and return, after a nuclear holocaust, to re-build a new Earth. In a must-read essay 

pithily entitled ‘Armageddon’ Gore Vidal describes how the belief in the need for a 

tabula rasa wipe-out prior to a new beginning, worryingly, has been espoused not only 

by ranting Bible-Belt preachers but also by decision makers such as James Watt, Ronald 

Reagan’s Secretary of the Interior, and by Reagan himself, his presidential finger, of 

course, on the nuclear button. Vidal summarizes the rationale whereby, as Watt explained 

to the American Congress in 1981, the end of the world could be relied on sooner rather 

than later (‘I do not know how many future generations we can count on before the Lord 

returns’): 

 
Christ will defeat the anti-Christ at Armageddon […]. Just before the 
battle, the Church will be wafted to Heaven and all the good folks will 
experience ‘Rapture’ […]. The wicked will suffer horribly. Then after 
seven years of ‘burying the dead’ (presumably there will be survivors), 
God returns, bringing Peace and Joy, and the Raptured ones. (Vidal, 
1989:192) 
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Some years earlier, indeed, Reagan, then Governor of California, stated: 

All of the other prophecies that had to be fulfilled before Armageddon 
have come to pass. In the thirty-eighth chapter of Ezequiel it says God 
will take the children of Israel from among the heathen where they’d 
been scattered and will gather them again in the promised land. That 
has finally come about after 2,000 years. For the first time ever, 
everything is in place for the battle of Armageddon and the Second 
Coming of Christ. […] Everything is falling into place. It can’t be too 
long now. Ezequiel says that fire and brimstone will be rained upon the 
enemies of God’s people. That must mean that they will be destroyed 
by nuclear weapons… (Vidal, 1989:108-9) 

 
Reagan was the most powerful but also only one of an estimated twenty million 

Americans who believe in the Rapture. As far back as 1987, indeed, towards the end of 

Reagan’s presidency (1981-89) Mikhail Gorbachev was sufficiently worried by the 

American President’s happy supposition, upon becoming president, that ‘we may be the 

generation that sees Armageddon (Berger, 1999:135) to provide a gentle reminder that 

planet Earth was the only likely venue for the continuity of humanity and that ‘it would 

be a pity to lose everything through war, or, more likely, accident’ (Vidal, 1989:111). 

If Myth is the archive of universal human fears, it is to be expected that it will recur 

across boundaries of space and time. The ‘Rapture’ envisaged by Evangelical Christian 

Fundamentalism has a species similarity not just to the worst excesses of the Old 

Testament God but also to the (science) fictional universes achieved after a process of 

suitable social cleansing in works such as Huxley’s Brave New World (Huxley, 1932). 

Whereas in Utopia as a social concept applied to human societies an external determining 

hand defines perfection and establishes it after eliminating what it deems to be imperfect, 

in pure Myth, which paradoxically thus becomes more probable than human-envisaged 

Utopia, human error, divine perversity and unpredictability play a strong part. Myth, 

therefore, unlike Utopia, tends to be in many ways like real life, namely defined by what 
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at any given moment is deemed to be unsatisfactory: Eurydice, King Arthur and D. 

Sebastião really are gone and almost certainly will never return.  

Although we tend to think of Myth in terms of matters long ago and far away, Myth-

making can lie at the heart of not just what is long past and lost, but also of what still lies 

in the future and is either longed for (D. Sebastião, the Second Coming of the Messiah) or 

feared (the End of the World). This is true of, as already argued, much contemporary 

science fiction, of both the Utopian and Apocalyptic varieties, in either text or film, both 

of which almost always articulate in equal measure old dreads and old dreams: fear of 

annihilation and the longing for guaranteed continuity.  

In a steady-state world, the normal order of things (civilization as we know it) is a status 

quo in equilibrium, and cataclysm (social implosion, a scorched-Earth event, the end of 

the world), is the epitome of extreme iconoclasm: not just revolution but fully-achieved 

destruction, at the end of which whatever was there before is now absolutely corroded 

and nothing else is possible.  Not just Science fiction, then, but for example much 

nineteenth-century literature dealing with the disintegration of key social structures such 

as marriage and the family, are almost always also, or even primarily, allegorical and 

political. In that regard, therefore, it is probably not too outlandish to argue that the 

discovery of incest in Os Maias, the disintegration of the ruling classes in O Fim or the 

prompt implementation of dictatorship on the pretext of temporary social disruption in 

Ensaio sobre a Cegueira have more than a passing affinity to science fiction such as the 

now-cult film Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956), made at the height of the 

McCarthy era. Just as in 1950s America no attempt was made to conceal (what, indeed,  

would have been the point otherwise?) the film’s unsubtle gesture towards widespread 
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paranoia about Reds under the bed coming to take over the world, in nineteenth-century 

Portugal, over one century before, Eça’s Ega and Saramago’s trigger-happy law 

enforcers, hold out the threat of either Spanish invasion (‘Oh, Deus de Ourique, manda-

nos o castelhano (Queirós, Maias, s.d.:168) or its modern-day rendition, ready 

dictatorship: the final punishments, unavoidable unless the social (and in Saramago’s 

case literal) blindness of an apathetic population looks its worst vices in the face and 

mends its ways. 

 

The cast may change, but the plot, whether fictional or historical, old or new, doesn't 

differ in essentials.  The script, whether that of fictional plots or of real-life autocrats 

(Salazar’s PIDE, Pentagon apparatchiks), has always used popular paranoia as a useful 

means to the end of containment of dissent. Equally, but to contrary effect, conspiracy 

theories regarding the operation of such control methods are the common fear that unites 

many of the world’s narratives’ otherwise-diverse agendas: namely, a variety of 

suspicious speculations regarding a world manipulated by hidden forces, unknown 

generic Big Brothers that use fear to control potential troublemakers. Writers from 

Alexandre Herculano to George Orwell, from Aldous Huxley to Margaret Atwood, from 

H.G. Wells to José Saramago, have all worried about a fear behind a fear: namely that the 

ultimate threat (absolute apocalypse) made flesh (or machine) – be it an alien invader (in 

Portugal the invading Moor, the occupying Spaniard) or an enemy within (the Bad 

Mother in the person of her disruptive, incestuous daughter, the atomic bomb we 

ourselves invented) – may after all be not the ultimate threat but the penultimate one. The 

ultimate one of course being the possibility that they don’t really exist but we are only 
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being scared they might so we behave. Beware the Bogeyman. In Philip K. Dick's novel, 

called, very much to the point here, The Penultimate Truth (Dick, 2005), for example, 

global nuclear holocaust never really happened but humanity has been conned into 

believing that it did. The human race, or what is left of it, now lives in underground 

bunkers, producing the technology for a supposedly ongoing nuclear war fought by 

machines on the surface of a planet believed to be irreparably contaminated.  The reality, 

however, involved a limited and short-lasting nuclear war which left behind what is still 

in parts (and increasingly so) a green and pleasant Earth divided into enormous quasi-

feudal demesnes ruled by a happy few (very few), thanks to a confidence trick that has 

kept the remnants of left-over humanity in bondage and servitude.  With variations, the 

same logic informs José Saramago’s Ensaio Sobre a Cegueira: a post-cataclysm set-up 

immediately results in a self-appointed, arguably-necessary but undeniably despotic 

ruling force, which quarantines the contagious and saves humanity from itself. The price 

is a panoptical control that in various ways paradoxically dehumanizes those it claims to 

rescue. 

In Ensaio sobre a Cegueira, and with more than a coincidental whiff of a similarity to 

Camus’s La Peste (Camus, 1981 [1947]), the disaster which strikes a community 

(blindness, rather than disease), but which soon acquires many of the characteristics of 

standard pestilence (dead bodies, decay, contagion) offers no explanation, and only the 

possibility of a link, causal and/or punitive, to a prior imperfect status quo. In the not so-

brave new world that emerges, reality becomes even more problematic and literally 

meaningless: blindness is now the unmanageable norm and the world no longer makes 

sense.  
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As is the case with many narratives of Apocalypse, including the earliest ones, in for 

example Genesis, and up to the most recent science fiction, often only hypotheses are 

offered for what may have caused the cataclysmic event, and whatever ones there are 

tend to fall within the category defined by both Theology and Insurance companies as 

‘Acts of God’ (with no liability accepted in either case). As is also often the case in these 

narratives, an initial raindrop quicky builds up to a flood, ie. a widespread catastrophe. In 

Saramago, blindness begins with one single case, spreads to a few people and rapidly 

becomes generalized.  

Whether the disaster is sudden or gradual, the effects are similar in all essentials: the 

onset of chaos is almost immediate and is characterized by the swift arrival of the Four 

Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Famine, since the blind cannot easily find or make food; 

War, in competition for scarce resources; Pestilence, as people die and bodies 

decompose; and Death, which feeds on the effects of the other three. The component of 

decay and the resulting stench become the primary objective correlatives of a problem 

that is literal but also symbolic (‘something rotten in the kingdom of Denmark’). The 

disaster both unleashes violence and autocracy both outside and within the cordoned area, 

and reveals what it now transpires was always already there, only latent. Camus’s 

allegory of encroaching Fascism is echoed in the prompt decision, made by the powers 

that be, in Saramago’s novel, to control the contagion of blindness – that which defines 

these Others as Other – by incarcerating them, appropriately, where dictatorships have 

traditionally confined that which  is unorthodox: a disused lunatic asylum. And why not? 

The label of madness is a solution which has been historically tried and tested by every 

political, class and gender dictatorship since difference began, ie. from the moment 
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human existence involved more than one single being. 

It is perhaps apposite that, in the omnipresent stench that is the principal hallmark of the 

catastrophe in Saramago’s novel, in which an increasing majority cannot see but can still 

smell, the plight becomes literary that of abjection, Kristeva’s term for a variety of social 

and political exclusions (Kristeva, 1985). 

 
[O médico ...] sentiu uma forte necessidade de evacuar. No sítio onde 
se encontrava, não tinha a certeza de de ser capaz de chegar às latrinas, 
mas decidiu aventurar-se. Esperava que alguém, ao menos, tivesse tido 
a lembrança de levar para lá o papel higiénico que viera com as caixas 
da comida. Enganou-se no caminho duas vezes, angustiado porque a 
necessidade apertava cada vez mais, e já estava nas últimas instâncias 
da urgência quando pôde enfim baixar as calças e agachar-se na retrete 
turca. O fedor asfixiava. Tinha a impressão de haver pisado uma pasta 
mole, os excrementos de alguém que não acertara com o buraco da 
retrete ou que resolvera aliviar-se sem querer saber mais de respeitos. 
(Saramago, 1995:96) 
 

In Saramago, the blindness of a minority leads to the implementation of an autocratic, 

final-solution style bureaucracy, only curtailed by the subsequent on-set of general 

blindess, which abolishes what was initially a minority’s difference and makes 

sightlessness the norm. The event is initially defined as a problem of the status quo (the 

sighted) against the alien (the blind and contagious Other), something reinforced by the 

bureaucratic language of the measures taken in response to this outbreak of difference:  

 
O Governo está perfeitamente consciente das suas responsabilidades e 
espera que aqueles a quem esta mensagem se dirige assumam também, 
como cumpridores cidadãos que devem ser, as responsabilidades que 
lhes competem, pensando que o isolamento em que agora se encontram 
representará, acima de quaisquer outras considerações pessoais, um 
acto de solidariedade para com o resto da comunidade nacional. 
(Saramago, 1995:50)  
 
O Governo lamenta ter sido forçado a exercer energicamente o que 
considera ser seu direito e seu dever... (Ibidem, 73). 
 
O exército lamenta ter sido obrigado a reprimir pelas armas um 
movimento sedicioso responsável pela criação duma situação de risco 
iminente, da qual não teve culpa directa ou indirecta... (Ibidem, 89) 
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Or, in other words, in the event of any attempted escape, it is both the authorities legal 

right, military ability and civic duty to shoot, for the good of the commonweal. 

Predictably, however, and with no particular attempt at subtlety, the sickness of the 

minority is soon revealed to be a rapidly spreading problem infiltrated into the very fabric 

of the status quo. Just like adultery or incest or social anomie, which strike at the very 

heart of the family and the state, or just like fear, which makes one blind (or at least 

makes one turn a blind eye) to autocracy. 

 

In Ensaio sobre a Cegueira, living in darkness – another double edged expression for 

living in a particular state of mind, living in a state of obscurantism –  is curiously not (or 

at least not literally) the fate of the afflicted, since their blindness is characterised by a 

sensation of bright white light. That sensation, habitually the correlative either of 

enlightening knowledge or arrival at Eternal Life (which is the gaining of ultimate 

knowledge or understanding), however, here betokens spiraling despair.  

 

In Saramago two clusters of potential survival emerge: the first composed of those who, 

having been blind from birth, know how to get by without sight; and the second 

composed of those who for various reasons escaped the near-universal blight.  Within 

these setups, adjusted modes of existence quickly emerge, which however, in these 

radically altered circumstances, unhelpfully shows signs of reproducing the intellectual, 

moral and social defects that might have provoked divine retribution (the present disaster) 

in the first instance. Or, in other words, the seed of a recycled ending already lies at the 

heart of the brand new beginning. 
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Moral unrestraint and violence are always from the beginning ready to manifest 

themselves. Whether in the form of fights to the death for food resources, desperate 

sexual promiscuity, the gang rape of the women by the self-appointed ringleaders among 

the blind, the murder of their leader by the doctor’s wife, the quarantining of the blind at 

gun point, or the failure to bury and honour the dead, left to rot in the open, and whether 

with better or worse intentions, post-Apocalypse any brave new world always comes 

already equipped with a hell pre-paved with those intentions. Whatever the causal 

components of catastrophe, be they scientific hubris or natural cataclysm, the common 

factor in the aftermath of Apocalypse may be that the two categories of humanity are at 

the very best evenly matched. If heroes (the central cast of any Myth), as Timothy Mo 

succinctly described, are ‘ordinary people who are asked to do extraordinary things in 

terrible circumstances and deliver,’ (Mo, 2002) post-Apocalypse there may be some 

heroes, but not necessarily enough and they are probably outnumbered by villains. And 

this, in its turn, opens the possibility that in the near tabula rasa that follows global 

disaster, the problems that brought about that disaster in the first place, become part of 

the new equation. In which case, of course, the Myth will endure, because so does the 

unfulfilled longing which drives the need for it.  

And, therefore, as one might expect of Myth, nothing much ever changes. In the 

Portuguese psyche, courtesy of D. Sebastião, the lost past enshrined in Myth encapsulates 

also what the nation’s present is lacking and what we still hope will be repeated 

(international recognition), making both historical truth, current news reporting  and 

political prediction relative concepts. D. Sebastião may be a postmodernist concept. In 

'Interpretação não romântica do Sebastianismo,’ António Sérgio defined Portugal as 
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plagued by messianic and sebastianic nostalgia and therefore doomed to failure as a 

viable autonomous state.  

 
A hipótese que vos proponho é a seguinte: o messianismo português 
(de que o sebastianismo é uma fase) originou-se, não de uma psicologia 
de raça […] mas [sim] de condições sociais semelhantes às dos Judeus, 
reforçadas pelas ideias do messianismo dos Judeus […resumindo-se 
[…] numa consciência de ‘queda.’ A esperança num Messias, num 
Desejado, num Redentor, é comum a todas as raças; mas a situação 
social e mental dos Judeus e dos Portugueses intensificava nestes dois 
povos a tendência comum a todos […] sendo que as condições 
especiais do Judeu em Portugal reforçavam naturalmente a aspiração a 
um Messias. A catástrofe de Álcacer Quibir e o desaparecimento do 
monarca; […] e com isto, até hoje, o facto de as circunstâncias 
nacionais não satisfazerem o patriotismo - explicam que dure o antigo 
sonho na alma de gente pouco afeita à iniciativa e ao self-government 
(Sérgio, 1976: 249). 
 

We are still waiting for D. Sebastião. Lusitanianly speaking, as indeed is the case in other 

cultures, the nation’s myths largely spring from unresolved historical issues, whether 

from the position of the occupied (Viriato under the Romans) or the occupier (the 

Portuguese in India), whether the outcome was triumph or failure. Bartolomeu Dias was 

both a historical and now a mythical hero who both succeeded and failed, first by turning 

the Cape and later by drowning while crossing it (third time unlucky). In Miguel Torga’s 

version he tells us: 

 
Eu não cheguei ao fim. 
Dobrei o Cabo, mas havia em mim 
Um herói sem remate. 
Quando os loiros da fama me sorriam, 
Aceitei o debate 
Do meu destino de predestinado 
Com singelos destinos que teriam 
Um futuro apagado, 
Fosse qual fosse a glória prometida. 
E sempre que uma nau enfrenta o mar e o teme, 
E regressa vencida, 
Sou eu que venho ao leme 
Com a Índia perdida. (Torga, 1992:148) 
 

And Fernando Pessoa’s Afonso de Albuquerque, 
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De pé sobre os países conquistados 
Desce os olhos cansados [...]. 
Três impérios do chão lhe a sorte apanha. 
Criou-os como quem desdenha. (Pessoa, 1979) 
 

Albuquerque and Dias, we presume, given their lifestyle choices, got used to expecting 

the unexpected. For the twentieth-century soldiers of the empire, on the other hand, it was 

never a really a question of choice, as Pessoa eerily anticipated sometime before the 

Estado Novo’s new arranque para para a África: 

 
No plaino abandonado 
Que a morna brisa aquece, 
De balas traspassado - 
Duas, de lado a lado - 
Jaz morto, e arrefece. [...] 
 
Lá longe, em casa, há a prece: 
'Que volte cedo, e bem!' 
(Malhas que o Império tece!)  
Jaz morto e apodrece 
O menino da sua mãe. (Pessoa, 1981:31-32) 
 

In Europe (not in Africa), in time, life became more predictable, but only up to a point. 

The proverbial bus that runs you over is always still a possibility, and the light at the end 

of the tunnel is still just as likely to herald salvation as the impact of an on-coming train. 

The intervention of unpredictable disorder  in a self-confident (hubristic?) order of things 

is one of the manifestations of Eça de Queirós’ ultimate disenchantment with Naturalism, 

and charts his retreat into Tragic mode through the exploration of old Mythical narratives 

of parental neglect, orphanhood and incest, and through the eruption of the unexpected 

into the orderly. Unlikely though it is that a sister you thought dead in infancy manifests 

herself as alive and your ideal lover, the narrative occurrence of the almost impossible, in 

texts such as Os Maias, gains credibility through admittedly rare but not unheard of 

events in real life. Indeed, as exemplified by a recent case in the news (BBC News 

Friday, 11 January 2008), factors such as adoption or, even more probably, anonymous 
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sperm donation (a single ejaculation does after all produce many millions of sperms), 

make it ever more likely that in the future, courtesy of scientific advances (rather than 

capricious deities) there will be a multiplication of cases where one’s better half is 

discovered too late to be exactly that: the possessor of one half of one’s own DNA, or, 

using a different terminology, the Mythical Platonic ideal made literal, made nightmarish 

and made flesh ‘por virtude do muito científico imaginar.’ It is tempting to indulge in 

facile rhetoric and say that the tortuous ways in which advancing Science facilitates the 

agency of an Antique concept of Fate can most easily be described through the obsolete 

vocabulary of divine perversity. Or, as suggested before, sod’s law. 

Which would account for why, counter-intuitively and counter-productively, Portugal 

combines an arrested Myth-bound historicity (D. Sebastião will return any minute) with a 

perplexing inability to foresee disaster, writ both small and large (for example: my lover 

is my sister in Os Maias; my lover will get pregnant and threaten my undoing, in O 

Crime do Padre Amaro (Queirós, Crime, s.d.); the return of my dead husband will render 

my offspring a bastard in Frei Luís de Sousa (Garrett, 1973). And all this leading with 

unerring (in this case predictable) certainty to the inexorable outcome of individual, 

familial and national non-continuity: personal stagnation for Carlos and Maria Eduarda in 

Os Maias, fundamental moral corruption for Amaro and the Church in O Crime, death for 

Madalena and Maria in Frei Luís de Sousa. 

For Baudrillard (2001) the sixteenth century iconoclasts were the true believers. As 

Barthes (1993) and Sorel (2004) also understood with regard to Myth, the replacement of 

the Divine (the ‘real’ metaphysical) by its simulacrum, in the form of an icon or a story, 

enacted the destruction of both Divinity and History, through its replacement by a flawed 
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imitation.  

According to this analysis, and as many in Portugal have argued, from Antero de Quental 

to António Sérgio, from Eduardo Lourenço to José Gil, from Alexandre Herculano to 

Fernando Pessoa, Myth as the simulacrum of Reality (History), and leaving aside for the 

moment all postmodern doubt as to the possibility of Historical truth, can be said to be 

based on many things but not necessarily on historical fact. Unlike the rule guiding 

scientific investigation, in the process of pondering of the relationship between Myth and 

History, a negative sometimes is easier to prove than a positive. D. Sebastião did not and 

will not return, but the open-ended hope (the Myth) that he might, has already had in the 

past and will continue to have in the future enduring and pernicious consequences for the 

unfolding of History, in his bereft homeland. Whether at the level of the individual or the 

collective, deixar para amanhã o que se pode viver hoje, namely the waiting ad infinitum 

for the fulfilment of a possibility (for example, the hope of a Sebastianic or Messianic 

return from Nevernever Land, the restoration of Empire) has resulted in Portugal in an 

enduring Myth of Nation, but one which is bankrupt at heart, and doomed to historical 

non-fulfilment. The Myth, like the emperor, or rather the empire, has no clothes. 

Antero de Quental questioned the supposedly unquestionable Portuguese truth regarding 

the desirability of political independence from Spain and cursed the ‘Decembrismo’ 

which, following the upsurge of the 1st of December 1640, ousted Spain from the Pátria 

for good and all (Quental, 1976). Eça, in the short story ‘A Catástrofe’ (Queirós, 1979), 

in the never written A Batalha do Caia and through the voice of Ega in Os Maias, 

deplored anti-Spanish separatisms: 

 
E enquanto [Ega] se servia, perguntavam-lhe dos lados onde via ele a 
salvação do país nessa catástrofe que tornaria povoação espanhola 
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Celorico de Basto, a nobre Celorico, berço de heróis, berço dos Egas... 
— Nisto: no ressuscitar do espírito público e do génio português! 
Sovados, humilhados, arrasados, escalavrados, tínhamos de fazer um 
esforço desesperado para viver. E em que bela situação nos achávamos! 
Sem monarquia, sem essa caterva de políticos, sem esse tortulho da 
"inscrição," porque tudo desaparecia, estávamos novos em folha, 
limpos, escarolados, como se nunca tivéssemos servido. E recomeçava-
se uma história nova, um outro Portugal, um Portugal sério e 
inteligente, forte e decente, estudando, pensando, fazendo civilização 
como outrora... Meninos, nada regenera uma nação como uma 
medonha tareia... Oh! Deus de Ourique, manda-nos o castelhano! E 
você, Cohen, passe-me o St. Emilion. (Queirós, s.d.:168) 
 

That quip with an underpining of earnest admonition gives vent to a frustration which 

historically, in a post-Sebastianic nation, renders the saying 'nem o rei/pai morre nem a 

gente almoça' a tragic reality.  

And Pessoa, in equal measure revered and misheard, reminded the nation in vain that 

what you mythologize today does not necessarily become either true or immortal 

tomorrow. In Mensagem, ‘o corpo morto de Deus’(Pessoa, 1979) acquires doom-laden 

national significance when, in addressing D. Tareja, mother of the first king of Portugal, 

he reminds her, and us, that ‘o homem que foi o teu menino, envelheceu’ (Pessoa, 1979), 

and also, even  more bluntly, of the ‘verdade que morreu D. Sebastião’(Pessoa, 1979).  

These intimations of mortality, the awareness of a nation grown old even at the moment 

of its foundation, are given a cruel climax in the subsequent reminder that conquerors are 

always in their turn conquered, often sooner rather than later, and sometimes not even by 

a mightier foe but merely by their own inescapable, inbuilt mechanisms of ageing and 

decline. In Pessoa’s dystopian present it is not only Adamastor but also his conquerors 

that lie vanquished, thin shadows of ‘aquele que está dormindo / e foi outrora Senhor do 

Mar’ (Pessoa, 1979). 

In ‘Cântico do País Emerso,’ Natália Correia uses flippancy to equally devastating effect 

in what becomes tantamount to an off-hand annihilation of all that Portugal historically 
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has invoked in order to mythologize itself as nation: 

 
Enquanto que no mar das Caraíbas 
Os albatrozes os peixes voadores 
Os sargaços a bússola a espuma 
E a nossa Senhora dos Navegadores 
Se punham ao serviço de uma  
Nação acabada de nascer 
[...] 
Enquanto que o Navio-Nação partia 
Do Cais Anterior, Cais Poesia 
Rosa de místico continente 
Aberta em tua geografia, 
Fernando Pessoa, cais evanescente 
Praça pública onde batia 
O coração de toda a gente 
Celtas fenícios árabes e godos 
Romanos cartagineses gregos e todos 
Que vieram passar aqui o Verão 
E como o clima é excelente 
Tomaram a britânica decisão 
De passar o resto da velhice 
Nesta praia do Ocidente 
 [...]  
E muito antes de ter nascido 
O próprio poeta Fernando Pessoa 
Que foi apenas o escriturário 
[...] 
O manga de alpaca que os deuses mandaram 
Fazer a escrita da nova Odisseia 
Que foi apenas a primeira vítima 
De celtas fenícios árabes e godos 
Romanos cartagineses gregos e todos 
Os velhos piratas que se reformaram 
E feitos cristãos, cristãos apagaram 
Da sua memória a nódoa marítima... (Correia, 1999, 203-5) 
 

And so on and so forth. Just because she’s laughing it doesn’t of course mean that she 

thinks it’s funny. The ‘nódoa marítima,’ the reality of European (Belgian, British, French, 

Portuguese, Spanish) colonialisms does not come out in the wash. It remains indelible, as 

visible as it is politically damaging, in the form of the geopolitical scars of those 

suspiciously straight lines drawn by European occupiers all over the map of Africa. The 

national borders drawn with a ruler by occupying rulers back then are largely the cause of 

today’s ethnic and tribal warfare between peoples artificially forced into co-existence 
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within artificial nations made-up by erstwhile colonial divisions of territorial spoils. 

Sérgio’s earlier quoted condemnation of Portugal’s fixation on the sebastianic and 

imperial past, which he saw as destined to propel the nation to the Spencerian historical 

death foreseen also by Oliveira Martins (Martins, 1985), was echoed by Eça de Queirós. 

In A Relíquia he attempted the homeopathic remedy of curing like with like: in place of a 

Messiah whose Second Coming, like D. Sebastiao's, is forever postponed, he substitutes 

an impostor whose effect, bitter in the short term but effective thereafter, leads Teodorico 

to renounce impossible heroes in favour of role models more suited to the times (the 

respectable bourgeois family man). More radically in A Ilustre Casa de Ramires, 

Gonçalo’s inglorious return from Africa after four years of trying and failing to restore 

the family’s fortunes, drives the final nail in the coffin of a Sebastianic return and all that 

that adventure represented. Unlike the dreamy, unrealistic, unmarried, childless, failed 

King, Gonçalo marries prudently, a fat, ugly but rich wife: 

Sempre era melhor arranjo para o Gonçalo que a África... [...] Tenho horror à África. Só 

serve para nos dar desgostos. Boa para vender, minha senhora! a África é como essas 

quintarolas, meio amonte, que a gente herda de uma tia velha, numa terra muito bruta, 

muito distante, onde não se conhece ninguém, onde não se encontra sequer um estanco; 

só habitada por cabreiros, e com sezões todo o ano. Boa para vender. (Queirós, Ilustre 

Casa, s.d.:356) 

Gouveia's contempt for the colonies echoes Teodorico's for the Holy Land: ‘Oh esplendor 

dos céus! por qual destas mulheres, que não lera Sófocles, não daria eu, se fosse César, 

uma cidade de Itália e toda a Ibéria!’ (Queirós, Relíquia, s.d.:184). Or, in other words, era 

uma vez um mito. Eça’s scandalously irreverent quip that Africa ‘só serve para nos dar 
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desgostos’ reflected also a problem which however, he suggested, had an easy solution, 

namely a Pilatean washing of hands, the Iberian unification of Portugal and Spain and the 

‘sale’ of Mozambique to the British, upon whose empire, as we know, much more so, 

even, than on that of the Portuguese, the sun never set. In this regard Gouveia’s rude 

dismissal might understandably be re-paid with interest by Africa (and not only Africa, 

Asia too), with reference to Europe, something, indeed, that I am often told, with some 

acidity, by today’s natives of former empires, as they observe the juggernaut of academic 

writing being done done (as well as careers being built and comfortable livelihoods being 

nicely earned, thank you very much) on the themes of Empire and Postcolonial Studies 

by the decendants of their former imperial masters. An intellectual opportunism which 

sadly did worried neither the trend-setters of Western academia nor their parvenu 

present-day followers, just as it evidently never worried Mrs. Thatcher when she first 

dreamt of the incorporation of Mozambique into the great British Commonwealth. To 

thine own self be true, and as regards empires the Portuguese could never hold a candle 

to the British and American new kids on the block, either colonially, post-colonially or 

neo-colonially. One nation’s Myth is another nation’s come-uppance.  

In any case, as the great Greek tragedians, or do I mean the Bible or Shakespeare, rightly 

said, a plague on [all] their houses. O mito é o nada que é tudo. In the end, both Pessoa 

and Eça articulated well ahead of their time the postmodern possibility that although 

there maybe nothing outside the text, the real problems arise when the text, which at least 

we may accept  is no more than what it is, is pushed aside by Myth, and Myth, in its turn, 

and counterintuitively, proceeds to lay claim to the status of atavistic or metaphysical 

truth.  
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Homi Bhabha described the encounter between the colonizer and the colonized Other, in 

which the latter reflects back at the former his own image with distortions that denounce 

problematic areas of the colonizer's self. When he optimistically stated that the 'forked' 

nature of the colonial discourse, its inherent weakness (deconstructibility) […] renders 

the colonial subject a “partial presence” […]and the observer observed’ (Bhabha, 

1993:112-23) he did not apparently foresee the industrial-scale growth in Western 

academia of a bandwaggon of Postcolonial Studies, whereby the traditional Other became 

once again that which is observed. And not only observed, but this time panoptically, 

carcerally used as a subject (in both senses of the word), from a safe distance, by those to 

whom Africa ‘nem de leve lhes tostou a pele’ (Queirós, Relíquia, s.d.:354). By observers, 

indeed, who, this time round, needn’t even be there, aside from the modern version of the 

Grand Tour which is the occasional academic research trip de rigueur, funded by grant-

awarding bodies from the world’s largest economies. There are many new ways of 

subjectifying old subalterns. 

For Europe, empires have always offered the ready-made fodder for entrepeneurial 

developments of many kinds, be they territorial, mercantile or even just intellectual, 

academic and literary. In the process, what has become truly mythical, and, like all 

myths, in equal measure intangible, evanescent, unreal but also inconvenient is the art of 

minding one’s own business and leaving others, or the Other, alone. Handsome is as 

handsome does. In the end, the last myth may be that somewhere, but possibly only over 

the rainbow, there may exist a land of the free. If there is, however, it isn’t necessarily 

situated in the old countries and institutions from which the ships of empire set sail. 

 
É com efeito mais importante para Portugal possuir vida, calor, energia, 
uma ideia, um propósito — do que possuir a terra de Mashona: porque 
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sem as qualidades próprias de dominar, de nada serve ter domínios. Se, 
como Nação, estamos findos, sem força, sem alma, sem vontades, os 
Makolos, o Mashoma, o Niassa, os lagos e toda a África serão para nós 
tão inúteis, como inúteis eram ao pobre rei Shenacherib, que tinha 
cento e dez anos e tremia de frio sob o sol da Assíria — as virgens 
esplêndidas que os seus intendentes lhe iam buscar a África. [...] Urge 
empregar este alento que nos volta, não na teima improfícua de destruir 
o que é indestrutível — mas de reconstruir tudo o que em torno de nós 
se deteriorou e derrocou, durante o nosso imenso sono. Esta seria a 
direcção única a imprimir ao movimento nacional — que se não deve 
dispensar em tentativas ou brados efémeros contra a Inglaterra, mas em 
concentrar em obras sólidas a proveito de Portugal. [...] Agora que 
todos se declaram despertos, e saltam para a arena, bradando, de braços 
arregaçados, prontos para a faina — comece a empresa, única, 
verdadeiramente patriótica, que é a de reconstituir a Pátria. [...] Temos 
quase tudo por fazer — tudo teríamos a refazer. Teríamos antes de tudo 
de criar Riqueza, porque, sem esse instrumento, o braço mais forte 
fraqueja. Teríamos de criar a riqueza, como povo agrícola que somos 
[...] repovoando o reino pela colonização interior.(Queirós, ‘Colónias,’ 
1979: 1033-34) 
 

The diatribe leaves no room for equivocation as regards Eca's anti-imperial belief, like 

Herculano's before him, of the advisability of a return to the land and to an agricultural 

economy as the nation's best option. To this effect in A Ilustre Casa, n'A Relíquia e n'A 

Cidade e as Serras, as well as in earlier works (O Primo Bazilio) and in Os Maias,  the 

standard tragic-heroic interpretation of history is transformed into a burlesque rendition, 

the theme of the voyage overseas ending either in farce or in failure: Bazilio returns from 

Brazil rich but morally corrupted; João Eduardo plans to emigrate there to restore his 

fortunes but never even sets off; Carlos da Maia returns from his first Grand Tour full of 

plans destined to end in nothing and from the second still unhealed from the tragedy of 

incest; Jacinto, echoing Carlos's trajectory, settles in Paris into a luxurious decadence 

only redeemed by a return to the (mother) land; and Teodorico's pilgrimage to the Holy 

Land turns into a lampoon on the crusades of old, the latter driven by a religious fervour 

of which his own libidinous adventures are the antithesis. In the end the final word lies 

with Fradique Mendes, ‘the most civilized man of the century,’ who, in his 

Correspondência administers the coup de grace to the nation's enduring expansionist 
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desires: 'não vi nada na África, que os outros não tivessem já visto' (Queirós, 

Correspondência, s.d.:104).  

At the conclusion of A Ilustre Casa de Ramires, Gracinha and Gonçalo's existential 

stagnation acts as the anthropomorphic representation of the Peninsular motherland to 

which Gonçalo's return with that 'mesma brancura de pele' (Queirós, Ilustre Casa, 

s.d.:354)  of  before acquires additional significance. Like Gonçalo, Portugal, too, fails to 

acquire even so much as a nice suntan and like Teodorico and Jacinto it returns from its 

maritime adventures empty handed. As Myth makes way for reality, however, all these 

less than ideal returns are redeemed by the realization that it is from the less heroic 

journeys that the continuity of blood, name and property is assured, in the figures of 

Jacinto e Teodorico, now married and fathers of sons, and of Goncalo, soon to follow in 

their footsteps. 

Catherine Gallagher e Stephen Greenblatt coined the term 'counterhistory'  to define 

narratives that break away from the nineteenth-century's grands récits (Gallagher and 

Greenblatt, 2001). In the end, in Eça the last word on the irresolvable ambiguity of both 

Myth and historical truth is left to an uneducated peasant: 

 
 — Mas ó tio João, ouça cá! Sempre é certo você dizer por aí, 
pelos sítios, que El-Rei D. Sebastião voltara? 
O pitoresco velho apoiou as duas mãos sobre o cajado, o queixo de 
espalhada barba sobre as mãos, e murmurava, sem nos olhar, como 
seguindo a percussão dos seus pensamentos: 
— Talvez voltasse, talvez não voltasse... Não se sabe quem vai nem 
quem vem. A gente vê os corpos, mas não vê as almas que estão dentro. 
Há corpos de agora com almas de outrora. (Queirós, Cidade, s.d.:333) 
 

As a matter of fact, it would be better if he did not return. Were he to do so, the Myth 

made flesh might prove as disappointing as the fraudulent Messiah of A Relíquia. For the 

sake of his country, D. Sebastião, the Portuguese Messiah, and the national desire he 
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represented, must die unnmarried, childless, imperially dispossed and above all with no 

hope of a return, so that he may make room at last for new heroes more appropriate to 

their epoch. Teodorico returns from the mythical Orient ' atirando patadas ao ladrilho [...] 

que estava farto do Oriente!... Irra! que não apanhei aqui senão soalheiras, traições, 

sonhos medonhos e botas pelos quadris! Estava farto!' (Queirós, Relíquia, s.d.:228), and 

demanding 'uma tapioca bem docinha e molezinha, que saiba bem ao meu Portugal' 

(212). Because, in the end, what all our journeys, mythical and otherwise teach us is that 

'não se curam misérias ressuscitando tradições' (Queirós, Relíquia, s.d.:333). 
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